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and Minda Smiley to discuss the role that social media platforms are being asked to play in
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protecting children online. Is regulation, and subsequent heavy fines, about to force them to

get more serious about this?
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AD (00:00):

This episode is made possible by a win build scale and optimize your creator a�liate

programs for maximum ROI with a win. Leverage the platform's best in class technology and

award-winning expertise in end-to-end influencer program and campaign management to

your brands advantage and drive impressive results. Visit awin.com/emarketer to learn more.

Bill Fisher (00:26):

Hello everyone. Welcome to Behind the Numbers Around the World, an eMarketer podcast

made possible by Awin. It's Tuesday, may the 28th. I'm your host Bill Fisher and it's my

pleasure as it always is to welcome you all to around the world. And this month we're talking

about protecting children online and particularly on social platforms. Welcome folks to a

behind the numbers show that takes you around the world looking at what various countries

are doing in the world of commerce, media and advertising. Each month we have our three in

three global news recap. Then we have our talking head segment where we have an open

discussion about the main theme for today's show and we finish it o� with my recap stats quiz.

This month we will be asking, is meta doing enough to protect its younger users?

Minda Smiley (01:18):

We'll have to see if the law is actually able to drive real change internally at the company. Yeah,

we've seen this before with meta. The fines don't seem to really impact their bottom line too

much

Bill Fisher (01:28):

Is regulation around children's safety online about to take o� outside of the eu.

Paul Briggs (01:33):

That regulation is imminent and I think it's probably happening in multiple geographies. So

that's definitely one part of the solution.

Bill Fisher (01:41):

And just whose responsibility is it really to protect children and their access to digital

content?

Paola Florez-Marquez (01:48):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/L2GpyPFqw_2ljJKitW4k68do2mERY2RBMsWcVorMPhMwz81_x7SAMoAw_jn4G5b-3aFPJsgbuuLBKn15NIX1DUXDhTw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=0.6
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/wQxulbMDyqxW3WLnQwkAEr25G6ATCxWZcCT8E7bH1pMu56fZYc9Ho1VdzhRhnBFlQEU-YlDIjSR577v5WS6qmnOh2TA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=26.28
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/ZIY4tO_lCMQ9suEE4yoPIL005mfkpBXLlOoD0dwvTA5_HwH_JUZmI0notnLvFO389Dg5_EPFpdeiSuIknzzZVYSjQMg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=78.78
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/akSVTqwjzeBs0_Nmfo4jZVKyxzQ6WHzXjukwWuJ6X3HB5HZkXaP7X-OxaPFIyOkwtReca_Plvad0oCW9HXNh724Nurg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=88.41
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/q8H32K2MSWhU56CFb2H5DUceOX_tXFQ5FHtKJj7UEVXbA3jjxic4Wmqihee_AoKTCRnhclg29GBIPQmqY5dwGEPooNw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=93.69
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/boFKedzhkC8b9zEdBaZVFwTYelWi23dZx9Nhc70Wx6cjx29JtsQuA5hlPKm5VE-PI-3AH97D1OqOq37p5z2acMp3-sk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=101.61
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We need to teach them to be hyper aware of what these circumstances look like and similar to

the way they would day to day.

Bill Fisher (02:00):

Okay, I have three experts to help me out with today's show. Let's meet them. First up, we

have our demographics analyst, and it's been a while since she was on this show, so it's great

to have her back. It's Paula Flores, Marquez Powell, thanks for joining us. Thank

Paola Florez-Marquez (02:12):

You so much for having me. It's

Bill Fisher (02:13):

A pleasure. Next, she's a senior analyst covering everything social media related and it's her

debut on this show. She's Minda Smiley. Hi Minda.

Minda Smiley (02:22):

Hi. Thanks for having me.

Bill Fisher (02:24):

Great to have you. And last but not least, he's a regular on this show. You know him by now.

He's our principal analyst for Canada. It's Paul Briggs. Hey Paul. Hey

Paul Briggs (02:32):

Bill. Good to be back on the podcast.

Bill Fisher (02:35):

Always good to have you on the show. Okay, before we get into the episode proper, let me

first introduce you to this month's culture shock and we're talking children's games today

because we're talking about kids online. Anyone with kids will know how di�cult it is to keep

them away from technology, but when they are, what games do they like to play? Well, in

Zambia, in Africa, hide and seek is a popular game, but there's a slight twist. The game called

inu starts with one of the hiders kicking a ball as far away as possible for the seeker to then

retrieve. That's when everyone goes and hides. Only once the seekers brought the ball back to

the starting place can they begin to seek in Sumatra in Indonesia. Meanwhile, children like to

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/CnrX54q9H7LOLzRMnxZdzJmdY3Dca12ZXJDYzh0mMmrL6PCuhBgZCDgQ2zIcS4y0RIo6SlURCsGM_r_7vsmO3XJZSYo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=120.39
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/0GLIT2xYjLn5Zy8ya-OgjYrj9oMddeFoLw0eTycN00Zg4OWiLO3QUfgZjJePP5sAFmfLK0KVYH4HWLatGRXTxcEnobE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=132.48
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/UjW8fgvJ7gEL8qjYO1GtXe_g6ogpERRBOuFmdt-JB4rpHwGsWfrewOCZGcKBtLO_LNVCvT-YSKAR0gZejIkee4jMfiE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=133.925
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/nOi3l_alxu7dojKARIMP0yOOYnuPEAnASFOWpjvU5Y5J99Pi8MPiCyR5bXNPEwcI7Hec8_xt5DOt_MoNrieTO1Z8Alc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=142.74
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/0L3ooist4JpuawgJjTbDF8FRdsxd7TUy8j6YqntUIok3ZNxB8ZwDwKWWFMDoK7nN9uJgRd8aPW24wmuiNW2QzDOHWYw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=144.45
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/wEGJQbHRaEC0TeicVz_3PlNlrUByEeyGKiyhGviuwEuW00xg2Y0nSxbs56rz_xypgw2WJEI2SmwZdCo7lBevEJjpz7M?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=152.91
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/iuMGGKz7NEzp2BQBxZ1fTp0soZr5Eq9qZlASleQzrX8msWqjimpGFdf2gEpPvjfLvt9i7zj4o3qtrDg-THojuIa1N9M?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=155.07
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play a version of rock paper, scissors. It's called semi orang gaja. And the three hand gestures

are pinky finger out or ant index, finger out orang or man and thumb out, which is gaja or

elephant. And much like you have the rock blunting, the scissors and the scissors cutting the

paper and all that, the elephant stomps on the man. Obviously the man stomps on the ant and

the ant is the best of all. He gets in the ear of the elephant and bites it. So ant beats elephants,

very much David and Goliath. Any childhood games you guys were particularly fond of? Well,

I'll

Paul Briggs (03:56):

Tell you, the rock paper scissors is definitely deployed in this household. It's a way to break

ties all the time. And you know what, it's good to hear that di�erent cultures have di�erent

applications of that same tie breaking mechanism.

Bill Fisher (04:10):

Yeah, we still use that. Yeah.

Paola Florez-Marquez (04:11):

In Mexico we used to play a lot of, which means little onions, and so people would get on the

floor and hug each other by the waist and one person would have to try to peel a layer o�. So

it was like a tug of war with that one person. It was very fun. Very cute. It's doable when you're

little. Not so much when everyone's a grown adult.

Bill Fisher (04:29):

I was going to say, I might try that the next night out with my friends. Okay, right. Let's get into

our new segment now anyway, something we call three in three. I have three interesting and

related news stories. I'm going to introduce intern one story to one guest and they're going to

give me their take between the two of us. We're going to do it all in a minute. So three stories,

three guests, three minutes. The timer is set. Let's go. Story one is for minder. This month saw

the EU open an investigation into meta alleging that its social platforms may contravene the

Digital Services Act specifically that the systems of both Facebook and Instagram, including

their algorithms may stimulate behavioral addictions in children. Minda is meta on the hook.

Minda Smiley (05:21):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/QhLITaA_4La4OucB6JFsUmNMM4cMKxx7HwjfTYisppPn0KEslRXQXFwiUdVdXNTZ0CX6HmiFLv8MEKD1VBDvJF8Mpnk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=236.35
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/np_tP_oFbFcU69dsmQh2XHPyFVS565UfpQ8WT0MkaGrUVMwULQQFCc9dwtnkNfNV01B5k7c8wGQ--eoy6CLACFVjglA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=250.15
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/r00uL8W8jgH5OlXS_109OnxEUH5g_M9T8ql3iV4OpvIc7uGPm_OIbr--JCAngggp1fWSZWso2XFLfiHo1UvRZPusaFU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=251.98
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/9pJqtVnt09WXUlabFPPgS1aH_DLMIWcuCkv5p_psVt6rtaf_dD6_0rWCIfLuBKtOSB6aq3017LJivtzRkwNfy3rVp2k?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=269.89
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/YPLPl1OUQTnQTyEMpZ_b5SrikvjfVojnhTH2LebdcN3Q9erZspJfMQD-kBS3bG6WzAqgr3XXNHN6V9uEzORQu_VAinE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=321.64
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So my opinion is that I think it's too early to tell if Meta is on the hook for one, this law is still

pretty new. I believe it just went into e�ect last year. So we're not working with a ton of

precedent here, which makes it really hard to say how this will play out for meta. It's also

worth pointing out, it is just in the investigation phase right now. So there is a chance that the

EU and meta will come to some sort of agreement or compromise or something. And so the

bigger thing I wanted to point out is that under this law, I did read that companies could be

fined up to 6% of their annual revenue for violations. And if we look at last year Mets revenue

last year, year, that comes out to about 8 billion, which is a lot of money. But for a company

like Meta, it is sort of a drop in the bucket. I think the fines might not really be what really

leads to any substantial change. I think we'll have to see if the laws actually able to drive real

change internally at the company because yeah, we've seen this before with Meta. The fines

don't seem to really impact their bottom line too much.

Bill Fisher (06:19):

Yeah. Thanks Minda. That was our first story. Okay. Story two. It's for Paul. This is a UK story,

but likely applies around the world. The British media regulator Ofcom published findings late

last month that revealed nearly a third of parents of five to 7-year-old children allowed their

kids to use social media independently. This was an 8% increase year on year. Paul, what does

this all mean for regulation?

Paul Briggs (06:42):

Well, I think it means that regulators around the world are recognizing children as a vulnerable

group in social media. So they're putting measures in place or they're trying to get the

platforms to put measures in place to protect children. That platforms will argue that they

have generally an age 13 threshold for creating accounts. It might be di�cult for regulation of

that given that very firm age threshold. So the better approach for regulators might be

targeting advertising that is clearly aimed at kids on these platforms and holding advertisers

accountable as well.

Bill Fisher (07:16):

Thanks, Paul. That was story two. Story three is for pow, and we're looking at skincare

products being marketed towards young children. An investigation by Ft journalist Christina

Criddle found that teen influences as young as 10 were producing Get Ready with me videos

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Vwt9YagSaI7xr2NlPT_Ll3f7UUSIQqIYgYgeOumV2ttSkDBu1Ltny5JMRe5qiwn-58BHHxntyr1ze2WBcpSSqlpts7Y?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=379.31
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/56R3UlqKUgItv89bD92dcUM5GpGXlx9lyEQQXMFPHFnUwHaNpbbbhFNPjhzGFzWxGVT3rRyw1URrvAWGRq8vQ290WTc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=402.44
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Xo9smBnFz-wkccO8Bmif3YJqWki1KvUeeAefrlSotMC9NH3D8vfvLf-RYqKww10QG2g365Os0iY5SGyT0aexuVqEvP0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=436.34
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promoting skincare products in the us marketing to children is permitted, but how

appropriate is this kind of behavior?

Paola Florez-Marquez (07:39):

Oh, no, I think it seems both harmful to the child influencer and the children seeing it. I have the

same concern about child influencers that I do about child actors. It raises questions about

the workload and the potential for exploitation. And we don't have laws in place for child

influencers the way that we do for child actors. And I additionally think that we should be wary

about the impact of problematic beauty standards being internalized by children before they

even hit puberty, which is something that already happens without social media and I can't see

it being any better with unregulated content like that.

Bill Fisher (08:09):

Thanks pal. Excellent. And that wraps up our three and three for this month,

Bill Fisher (08:15):

And now it's time for the main part of the show, what we call Talking Heads. This is where we

dig a little bit deeper into today's topic. And as we've heard, digital platform, social media

platforms, bit of a minefield for children and for their parents and for the regulators and the

platforms themselves I guess. So how do we go about making sure that these environments

are safe environments? That's what we're going to be digging into, but before we get into

that, let's just try and get a lay of the land. What does the landscape look like? Power, Paul, I

know you've written reports about this recently. What's the demographic makeup of social

platform use by age?

Paola Florez-Marquez (09:00):

So of zero to 11 year olds in the us about 13.2% of them are regular social media users that

translate since about 6.5 million social network users according to our forecast. And their top

platforms are typically like TikTok and Instagram. If we exclude YouTube, because YouTube is

incredibly popular with this age group, we're talking like a 58% penetration rate. That means

over half of the population is on YouTube, whereas TikTok and Instagram have a penetration

rate of about 5.5%, 5% respectively. And I think some of that use is linked, right. We're seeing

the transition of kids moving into, most of the social media use is concentrated in kids in the

eight to 10 range according to Morning Consult. And so I think there's already been such a

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/XZayunyCyq4WWcIgVXEBFaC5gxhFsNkCnQgvooDGXazn3Ezq6LPYxtppsHxaXUBnUAd9dC9GyVlUoWksjSo6a0vDmCE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=459.32
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/R-9rMyTbU8GRqB4zfoQ0m596ovgT3_IxgLiPSjdRBCjx5TZUvQ_7mRXEG6l6P62m5Pejh4N7r7Px_ORNlvSg4piYniA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=489.89
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/EF8_7ufzQUGKRopSBnr02F3B0bl30-Hs-DCT3Erb9zecP9reLrE_aHB3hVQLcCeFBSXl_b1kIkNAwYQJUX-iuctMJnk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=495.77
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/KpdNJbdvw_LGD4yyJGwf6wwHaBKum0ohGYyYwxjASnQmVlkZ9KjHmMfF-TXov9c5wCs6qFEKbiUTvu5MTPBqqtneg94?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=540.63
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groundwork of kids being accustomed to watching videos on YouTube that it's an easily

translatable habit to scroll through social media coupled with the desire to emulate the

behavior of the people that they see on the screen and around them both in content creation

and in scrolling and trying to be their older siblings or parents and stu� like that.

Bill Fisher (10:02):

No, that's really interesting. Is it the same in Canada, Paul?

Paul Briggs (10:05):

Yeah, pretty much. Bill, I think I am just in the writing a report on our social users forecast for

Canada. So this is very fresh gated for me and it is a little bit alarming on how many children,

how many teens are engaged in social media. Obviously as Powell mentioned, TikTok,

Snapchat are really strong with the teen demographic. They 57.4% of the teen population in

Canada is using TikTok, and the other more concerning age group is a zero to 11 age group.

We don't do that by platform, but in terms of the number of kids in that age, and it's probably

skewed more towards the older ages, closer to 11, 13% of the population are using social

media platforms. So it's clearly a trend that we're seeing. It's also, it underlies why Facebook

has been losing user share over the course of the last several years, like teens, only one in five

teens in Canada is on Facebook, whereas it's much higher on Instagram and TikTok and

Snapchat. So we're seeing this shift in the user social media, user trends, really shifting along

demographic lines, age demographics. Yeah,

Bill Fisher (11:12):

It's interesting power how you mentioned YouTube there. Would it be fair to say that YouTube

is like a gateway drug? YouTube is much more tv and I remember it used to be that TV was the

drug of the nation for kids. You shoved your kids in front of the TV and that was seen as bad.

So now YouTube is the next stage in the digital TV world or digital video world, and then a lot

of these social platforms are becoming video centric, the tiktoks of this world. And then we

see big, this is just coming to me now as you mentioned it powering. Is this kind of the path

that we're putting kids on?

Paola Florez-Marquez (11:53):

I think so. I think when we look at Gen Z's social media habits, and Minda can speak to this

more as well. I think social media has become so embedded in our day-to-day lives. And when

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/WLGZ50kotZWPCAtlfpa5c6fWwOk31K7eUdhWUytHuve7qfoEGzsIwJFXUvkdvDmAnPBMVrDrBp-sNq1TSRJcHhy7eAw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=602.37
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/TVLd9dv4McY1m1rIFs6HQXppk3GHK69-nGrydX8MpyXTx3XnRH2D8dGq2DtWC-CBINkOH6bZERw8k7poXWt8uwPu-CU?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=605.13
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/6CM4uhy-xamkxjPbDNkJjw8ZTaI9s8ozrGGNHJYL8o9xWJdy0FilWXW364tRRfGTTvvAaMEwm4EQ61MgEopRFx6A9kY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=672.48
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/EJT9Ya92HH_ZzmMR4WpUR-xHDdgg6mEYaAbIw3kz9nMlZSIlqutSeVdldFYGucAO2f0kqNlF-9LAfvNpwcKYB1OSTxQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=713.62
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we look at Gen Z's messaging habits, it's kind of like a centerpiece in how they communicate

with one another and share experiences with one another. And I think that that is the standard

that we're setting for future generations unless something else comes and disrupts that and

eventually we'll have a better grip on how to handle this day to day. But in the meantime, it's

happening very quickly and we only have one generation, one or two generations that have

grown up with the internet. So it's really hard to anticipate what the hurdles are going to be,

especially who could have expected TikTok to explode the way that it did, who could have

expected all of these to turn into video centric? And there's a rise of VR amongst Gen Z, so

that's another thing to look out for. But yes, I do think that this is the pathway that we're

setting for at the moment for future generations.

Bill Fisher (12:44):

And talking about pathways, I spoke about putting kids in front of the TV and now putting

them in front of YouTube. How much of this is a parental issue? Does this fall on the parent's

shoulders? I mean, we're going to talk about regulation in a minute, but how much

responsibility should parents take in this?

Paul Briggs (13:00):

Yeah, I think it's a major talking point here that parents should have probably the primary

responsibility to manage what their kids are viewing online. I know I can speak as a parent of a

10-year-old girl who in school, so in school they're using YouTube for educational reasons. So

there's always an introduction to YouTube, even in the classroom that correlates to outside

the classroom as well. So that's a challenge. But yeah, I think parents need to be on top of it.

And I can tell by little girl's desire to get on social media, a lot of her friends are already there

at 10 years of age. So I think it really on the parent to primarily be controlling what their kids

view online.

Bill Fisher (13:40):

The Ofcom report sort of scared me a little bit that such a large proportion of parents of

young kids are just allowing their kids free reign on social and they can just do what they want.

I mean, that's a little bit scary.

Minda Smiley (13:52):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Uohm_MqZEvnu4mXFys2QyiEf_DOxT8x688H4cyJohIxEbsaa7kRQEBjEfXOlIGTiInlvscaTASCxnbOzFxaeAkyAGH0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=764.83
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/TiEzG2zlI9QYL30xF8toa85Ahe-f7zpOsFrPUKWU6GtPew-EdUBA9uVKokeAPozBRFnseAiwckuHmcIy9Xs2TP35Mvw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=780.16
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/ksPrWHfDAZobuZ3fhqtUy8JP_9QdPMwxhNzTD4I8B9BhbY4M7J-j9ZB1l6iKdIr3Hzam-l1IyUrVI-jeGftDD40cLTw?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=820.63
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/o8auJzKnrxy6098ye9XrMVTJMzOzJwXA0gqi-jak_HQykrBabQTdh4xraje1EVS_FYP7fFiS744kpCWjIsGd9Dhmpeo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=832.09
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That's kind of what I was going to say. I mean, I'm not a parent yet. I'll be incredibly soon, but

I'm not a parent yet. But I do have to say I think I agree with Paul. In an ideal world, I do think

the parents, they're the ones at home with their kids, they certainly bear responsibility. But I

think it's a really murky, complicated topic. I mean, we saw earlier this year, the New York

Times came out with a really big investigation kind of finding that there are a lot of parents

that are actually willing to lean into some of these social habits if it means the investigation

was about these parent run accounts are for kids and it's often young girls and they can help

the families score brand deals and followers, which is appealing to families. But the dark

downside to that is that it does attract a lot of predators online and people that are viewing

this content through a predatory lens, not so much like a, oh, I'm just following this account.

Minda Smiley (14:46):

So that's obviously an extreme example of a parent that maybe is using for exploitative

purposes. I think the bigger issue is just that a lot of parents, again, like the Ofcom report,

they're kind of happy to let their kids be on social for, that's a whole di�erent topic. There's

lots of reasons why their kids might be on, have these accounts or be on social in a bit of an

unregulated way. But I do think it's just very complicated to put the onus on the parents

because yeah, I mean every parent is going to parent di�erently and it's just not a foolproof

way, in my opinion, to really protect the kids.

Paola Florez-Marquez (15:21):

I can't speak to, as a parent, I can speak to it as a kid who grew up on the internet. And I think

it's really important to think about the digital world as a mirror to the physical world. And so

it's like you just have to prepare your kids to encounter these sketchy situations and know

how to assess the threat properly. You need to look out for what are the main details? Is there

a sense of urgency? Do I know this person? What do they have to gain? And these are very

basic street smart skills and they still apply to these digital situations, and I had to learn them

on my own. My parents had no idea what the internet was, but I think we're in a great position

where a lot of us have grown up to recognize what they look like now to pass down that

knowledge. But yeah, I think we need to teach them to be aware of what these circumstances

look like and similar to the way they would day to day.

Bill Fisher (16:03):
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Yeah, it's interesting you say that because you grew up in that environment with your parents

maybe not knowing so much about online. There are unfortunately going to be children in

environments where their parents don't care what they're doing online. So this moves us into

the next part of the discussion, right? Kids are going to be on these platforms. So what are

regulators responsible for? What are the platforms responsible for? Obviously there should

be some kind of regulation. Can it resolve some of these issues? I mean, we saw in the news

there that meta is maybe not on the hook for this, but in the EU particularly, they're weighing

down on this. This is a big issue for them, and child safety on these platforms is a huge issue. Is

regulation the answer? Is it going to lead to better outcomes? What do we think?

Paul Briggs (16:51):

I think it's part of the answer. In Canada right now, the Online Harms Act is currently going

through committee review and public discourse hoping to have a loss similar to what the EU

has for protecting children in other communities against harmful content. So hopefully that'll

come later this year or maybe next year. So that will introduce fines of up to 25 million for

these big companies. So that regulation is imminent and I think it's probably happening in

multiple geographies. So that's definitely one part of the solution. But there are other parts as

well.

Bill Fisher (17:23):

It is happening in the US as well, right? Mind?

Minda Smiley (17:26):

Yeah. Yeah, we're definitely seeing lawsuits filed against Meta and other major tech

companies, which that's not really regulation per se, but we're certainly seeing there be more

interest in trying to regulate this space and crack down on these platforms. And then, yeah, I

mean I think the biggest one that we see in the US is the Kids Online Safety Act. That's a really

wide ranging bill that is trying to regulate some of these issues and impact how kids safety

online really. But it's hit a lot of barriers. It's had several di�erent versions, I believe, and it

does have bipartisan support, which is rare in this country, but even so it does have its fair

share of critics as well. So I think the bigger thing is that it really just points to how thorny it

can be to actually regulate some of this stu�.

Paola Florez-Marquez (18:07):
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And kids are crafty. They tend to find a way to bypass safety regulations, but I don't think that

means we shouldn't have them. It shouldn't be easy for them because these barriers still work

as warning signs to help these kids stay alert even if they know how to bypass them. So at

least it keeps them on their toes and they kind of know, and I mean, I think it's also important

to create a space where they feel comfortable coming to their parents to talk about these

things if something does happen. But yeah, definitely needs to be, there's no one size fits all

that needs to be a comprehensive e�ort.

Bill Fisher (18:36):

Yeah, no, really interesting stu�. This is a very interesting conversation and I think we could go

on for much longer, but unfortunately it is time to move on because it's time for our recap

stats quiz.

Bill Fisher (18:51):

This is my favorite bit of the show. This is where we recap today's theme with a few related

stats questions. There's no prize, it's all about bragging rights. There are only three questions

and then multiple choice, so it's nice and quick. I'm going to ask each of you to slack me your

answers, so there's no room for influence or anything like that. And all the questions are

related to the theme of today's show, so straight to it. Question one, social network use

amongst kids, as we've discovered is worryingly high. However, France seems to have things

under control of the countries where we track social media users by age. France has the

lowest penetration among Naugh to 11 year olds, but what is that penetration rate? So I'm

looking for social network users as a percentage of the whole age group population in 2024.

Okay, so if you open Slack and get ready to slap me your answers, the options you have are

4.8%, 5.0%, or 13.2%, 4.8%, 5.0%, or 13.2%.

Bill Fisher (20:01):

Okay, so the answers are in, we've got a mixed poll, says five, pal says five, and we've got

agreement and mind 13.2. Okay. If you'd have said 13.2, which you did mind, that would've

been incorrect. That is the Canada, that's the Canada proportion, as I'm sure you knew Paul,

which is why you didn't select 13.2%. If you'd have said 5% as you Paul and Powell did, that's

also incorrect. That's the figure for Germany. So just slightly ahead with 4.8% is France. Okay,

so it's easy to tot up those scores. We've got zero points across the board, but still plenty to

play. For our second question, who's heard of Ryan Kaji? Anyone heard of Ryan Kaji?
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Minda Smiley (20:49):

I don't think I have.

Bill Fisher (20:50):

He is an influencer who makes a lot of money, primarily from YouTube, and he's 12. He does a

lot of unboxing videos and product unboxing, that kind of thing. He's been having success

since he was age nine, and he appeared on the 2023 Forbes top creator's list, which was

weighted based on earnings follow accounts and engagement rates. He came in 17th on the

list, but what are his estimated annual earnings? And this was between June 22 and June 23.

Here are your options. $82 million, $35 million or $34 million. How much did Ryan Cay make?

82 million, 35 million, 34 million,

Paul Briggs (21:35):

Whatever it is. It's pretty impressive, man.

Bill Fisher (21:38):

It is more

Paola Florez-Marquez (21:40):

Than what I was doing at that age,

Minda Smiley (21:42):

For sure.

Bill Fisher (21:44):

Okay, we've got a nice mix of answers here. If you'd have said 34 million, which is what you

said, Minda, I'm sorry, you've got this wrong as well. That's Jake Paul. He was number three on

the overall list. We all know Jake Paul, right?

Minda Smiley (22:00):

Yes. I do know Jake Paul. Yes,

Bill Fisher (22:02):
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We know that one. You might know the next one as well. If you'd said 82 million, which I think

you did, P, that's also incorrect. That's Mr. Beast. He's number one on the list. He earns the

most, has the most followers, most engagement, the lot, but Ryan Kaji earns 35 million a year,

which is pretty impressive. A couple of others earn that amount as well. And in terms of just

earnings, that positions him second on the list joint second, which is remarkable. I have a 13-

year-old boy. I'm going to make him listen to this podcast. Okay, so after round two, we now

have a winner at the moment, a leader I should say. And that's Paul with one. Well

Paul Briggs (22:46):

Done, Paul. Excellent, excellent. All

Bill Fisher (22:47):

Right. Let's see if you can hold onto the lead into our final question. Regulators have already

been busy hitting social media firms with fines for their mishandling of children's data or

privacy, but what's the biggest fine to be handed out thus far that relate to such charges of

children's data or privacy sharing? You wouldn't be surprised. These all come in Europe. So

these figures are in Euros, 15 million Euros, 345 million euros or 405 million euros. Okay? The

answers are in, if you'd said 15 million, which I think you did, Paul, you'd be incorrect. That was

how much the UK's information commissioner's o�ce find. TikTok, I think it was last year for

mishandling data, it was actually 12.7 million pounds roughly equates to 15 million euros. If

you'd have said 340 million euros, that would've also been incorrect, which I don't think

anybody said that was another fine for TikTok that was meted out by the Irish regulators for

violating children's privacy. The actual answer is 405 million, and this was a fine that Irish

regulators, again, meted out to Instagram. It related to underage users being able to upgrade

their accounts without being made aware that it would alter the data that they would then

share

Minda Smiley (24:08):

How. Okay. I do feel like I cheated a little bit on this one because I was researching that exact

like fine yesterday, so I did know that one.

Bill Fisher (24:16):

Good research. That's

Minda Smiley (24:17):
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Funny. That's

Bill Fisher (24:18):

Fine. That's allowed, and that's really exciting because what that means is that the death both

Minder and Paula have tied with Paul with one answer each. So we always have a winner in this

game. So we have a tiebreaker, and the tie breaker is just, I'm going to ask you for a number.

I'm going to give you a question, and I want you to give me a number, and the closest to the

answer wins. Okay? So let's head to TikTok and the most viewed TikTok video ever. This is as

of May the eighth. This year was one from Zach King. Do we know Zach King? He's the guy

who does these sort of visual trickery transition videos. He jumps in the air and then lands in a

drink and things like that. Okay, cool. So he produced this video and he appeared to fly on a

broomstick like Harry Potter, and it turns out he's just on a skateboard. So this is the most

viewed video ever on TikTok. How many views do you think it's had? This isn't likes, this is just

views. So have a think. Slack me your answer. Okay, so

Paul Briggs (25:24):

The last time you asked me an open-ended question on the podcast, I stepped in it. So

hopefully this one's closer to the actual,

Bill Fisher (25:31):

You aren't the furthest away. So we had Powell saying 8 million. You went a little bit higher

than that, Paul with 200 million and Minda went much higher with 6 billion. I'm going to have

to do maths here. I think you've overshot a little bit Minda the answer, but only just, I say only

just by quite a bit. The answer is 2.2 billion.

Minda Smiley (26:08):

It was in the billions. Okay. Yeah,

Bill Fisher (26:10):

You were in the billions. You had the right letter, but I think if my math is correct, that means

that you haven't stepped in it this week. Paul, you are our winner.

Paul Briggs (26:21):

Oh, awesome. A surprise,
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Bill Fisher (26:24):

A pleasant surprise. We always like to end this show with a winner, and it is unfortunately time

to end the show. So congratulations again, Paul, and thanks for speaking with us today.

Paul Briggs (26:35):

Thanks, bill

Bill Fisher (26:36):

And Minda. Thanks for making your debut mind. By the way, she alluded to this earlier, she's

imminently about to become a parent, so good luck with that mind. Thanks for joining us

today. Thank you so much, and P, thanks for joining us again. I'll try and get you back on the

show a bit quicker next time. Thanks for joining us. Yes, please. This is so much fun. Thank you.

And thanks to all of you for listening into Round the World, an eMarketer podcast mate,

possible by Awin. Tune in tomorrow for our re-Imagining Retail Show, hosted by Sarah Libo. If

you want to ask us any questions in the meantime, you can of course email

us@podcastemarketer.com. I hope to see all of you next month for another edition of Behind

the Numbers Around the World. Until then, I'm going to go and hide. Give me a count of 10.
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